Toward the world of Internet of Things, people utilize knowledge from sensor streams in various kinds of smart applications. The number of sensing devices is rapidly increasing along with the amount of sensing data. Consequently, a bottleneck problem at the local gateway has attracted high concern. An example scenario is smart elderly houses in rural areas where each house installs thousands of sensors and all connect to resource-limited and unstable 2G/3G networks. The bottleneck state can incur unacceptable latency and loss of significant data due to the limited waiting-queue. Orthogonally to the existing solutions, we propose a two-tier prioritization system to enhance information quality, indicated by VoI, at the local gateway. The proposed system has been designed to support several requirements with several conflicting criteria over shared sensing streams. Our approach adopts Multicriteria Decision Analysis technique to merge requirements and to assess the VoI. We introduce the framework that can reduce the computational cost by precalculation. Through a case study of building management systems, we have shown that our merge algorithm can provide 0.995 cosine-similarity for representing all user requirements and the evaluation approach can obtain satisfaction values around 3 times higher than the naïve strategies for the top-list data.
Introduction
Getting nearer to the world of Internet of Things, a variety of promising applications, for instance, health monitoring, product monitoring, structure monitoring, smart appliance control, and smart buildings, have emerged [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Those applications can be driven by up to petabyte scale of data streams. Not only a high volume of collected values and metadata, but variety and velocity of the streams are also challenging [7] . Such streams are continuously transmitted to the cloud service to obtain some knowledge according to user requirements. However, it is often likely that the capacity of a communication link between a gateway at monitoring field and a faraway server is limited, as illustrated in Figure 1 . For example, from our previous work [8] , the real-world system where the multiapplication server remotely controls the branch building in a rural area (near Toyota city) has been developed and deployed. In the building, even though a 3G network is accessible, it is not stable and causes some losses of data due to the remote distance between base stations and the mountainous areas.
Throughout the last decade, many researchers have dedicated their contributions to handling the bottleneck issue. In service level, a data reduction could be accomplished by aggregation and compression techniques, regardless of application information, for example, in [9] . Along with reducing amount, the quality of service (QoS) such as throughputs and delays could also be specified and controlled [10] . Above the service level, the solutions on application level exploit userspecified requirements to draw only requested data streams (i.e., drop unrequested streams) [11] [12] [13] . For example, in a lighting control system of smart buildings, the data from movement and occupancy sensors are significant while data from temperature and heat detectors are ignorable. Unlike QoS in the service level, there are just a few studies on the quality of information at the application level. The key idea is that the "importance" of any specific sensing data for one application can be different for the other applications. For instance, the sensing data from smoke and gas detectors are considered as very important to the fire detecting application but nothing to the lighting control application. Also, there are many other attributes of information quality (IQ) that could be considered, for example, source reliability, spatiotemporal relevance, and accuracy [14] . Bisdikian et al. have described the concept of value assessment for wireless sensor networks in terms of value of information (VoI) [15] . VoI is an "assessment" of the utility of information (a kind of utility function) regarding innate properties (information quality, IQ). According to the assessed value, we can numerically show the importance of the data from movement and occupancy sensors for different applications such as a lighting control system and a fire detecting system. Reference [15] has also presented a framework to determine VoI based on a multiattribute decision-making technique. However, there are some challenges which have no mention yet. The first challenge of multiple requirements is that not only the different importance of properties within one application but system managers should be able to specify different priorities for different applications as well. For instance, generally in smart building systems, a controlling switching device application is supposed to have a lower priority than a security application. Therefore, the utility function should explicitly assess the sensing data by considering application priorities together with conflicting properties in each application in a best-mixed way. A framework is necessary to enable such functions. The second challenge is the delays due to the evaluation process. Such delays can cause an unsatisfied condition in real-time systems and data losses due to memory limitation at the local gateway. Thus, a lightweight decisionmaking is preferable.
In this study, a VoI prioritization system on requirementbased data streaming in shared wireless sensor networks (WSNs), operating on both server-side and local-gatewayside, is proposed. We focus on the following scenario. Users submit request with their priorities to the server in pairwise comparison scale. One request contains a table of conflicting properties, considered as criteria, and multiple tables of alternatives. The criteria table presents different importance of each property for one application. The alternatives table refers to importance of the classified groups of values for each property across one another in pairwise comparison scale.
Our system mainly exploits Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) techniques to assess the importance score on each sensor data with consideration of overall user requirements. The priority queue of the gateway orders the data correspondingly to the assessed values. If the buffer queue exceeds its limit, it will drop the lowest priority item. In particular, the first-tier server will execute most of the heavy computation when users submit their requirements. The second-tier local gateways will only compute the simple classification and multiplication operations.
To evaluate our proposed system, we have introduced an example monitoring system as a practical case study on top of our previously proposed data collection system in [8] . The simulation results show that our system can achieve the best satisfaction to the given requirements, particularly, 43.29% higher over top-criterion policy and 3 times over noncriterion policy for the top-three items. We also evaluate our merging algorithm by comparing the similarity of the merged requirement and original ones from users. The results show 0.995 cosine-similarity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mentions related works, including the existing compression solutions and data prioritization. In the same section, we also settle our contributions at the end. In the same section, we settle our contributions at the end. Next, we introduce our proposed system in Section 3 along with an illustrative example. Based on the example, we set up the environment for simulation and show the results of the performance evaluation in Section 4. Section 5 introduces some discussion issues about the limitations of our works and the research directions.
Background and Related Works
To handle the bottleneck problem that occurred in the cloudbased IoT services, many efforts have been dedicated so far.
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An optimization can be accomplished on service level or application level. The optimization on service level has no consideration about semantic meaning. It is basically about compression techniques and quality of service (QoS). On the other hand, the optimization on application level pays regard to user needs along with the data contents and contexts. There are several techniques which have been introduced, for instance, stream query, pub/sub mechanism, and contextual analysis. A few researches mention about information quality (IQ) in a similar way to QoS in the service layer. The optimization on both layers can orthogonally work. In this paper, we focus on satisfying the user-specified information quality on the application level optimization. This section gives a brief background and discussion on the existing optimization approaches.
Service Level Data Reduction and Quality Control.
To compress the data, many researchers focus on encoding techniques, for example, in [8, 9] . The efficiency matrices are data size, time, and content loss. One of the known implementations is Packedobjects (PO). It is a compression library for XML format that is easy-to-implement and highly reliable and has acceptable efficiency. According to [9] , using PO library can reduce the data size down to only 8% of the original size. The size of a PO-compressed-XML sensor value is about 31 bytes. Moreover, the effect of latency and packet loss is significantly low. Also, the decompression time is quite short.
Orthogonally, the term quality of service (QoS) represents the performance of user satisfaction in communication service. The commonly found criteria in QoS are throughput, delay, and availability. Currently, most standard communication channels have already embedded QoS-controlling supports. One example is IEEE 802.11 [10] .
Application Level Data Reduction and Quality Control.
The application level data reduction significantly exists in real-time systems. With user-specified requests, the data which are not included could be filtered out at an early state. This could be accomplished by many approaches, for instance, rule-based engine in [11] , query-based acquisitional system in [16] , and publish-subscribe procedure in [12, 13] .
Similarly to QoS, information quality (IQ) has been introduced to represent a quality of the information content [14] . For undetermined environments, like mobile ad hoc networks, most researches anticipate the IQ by some common knowledge. For instance, a scheme called Latency and Coverage Optimized Data Collection is introduced to collect sensing data through vehicular ad hoc networks. If it is necessary to discard some data on the way to the data center, it will consider the latency and coverage for making a decision. Each mobile vehicle will process dual-optimization under constrained situation to prioritize the arrival data and discard the less one. In the collection system proposed in [17] , the potentiality of the source infers the data preference. RushNet in [18] determines intermittent data as urgent information while treating continuous data as delay-insensitive information. However, some researches let the source itself notify how urgent the data it senses by some mechanism. For example, in [19] , an Adaptive Communication Control Based on a Differentiated Delay (ACCDS) scheme is proposed to adaptively control QoS inside the sensor and actuator networks using a differentiated delay framework. The ACCDS scheme can significantly achieve network delay reduction for a delay-sensitive data and communication cost reduction for delay-insensitive interesting data.
However, not only thematic, spatiality, and source reliability, but also other properties, such as accuracy and timeliness, should be taken into consideration. A general framework has been introduced in [15] by applying a Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) technique called Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The MCDA is an approach for explicitly evaluating multiple conflicting criteria to sort for recommendation list or to make a final decision [20] . For example, you can use MCDA to help you choose between two items in the supermarket by considering both price and quality (conflicting criteria). There are many formal MCDA techniques, which are broadly accepted. The significant difference between them is how they combine the values from all criteria. One of the simplest MCDA techniques is a linear additive model. The linear additive approach arithmetically adds the multiplication results of the score and the corresponding weight for each criterion to represent the final score of each alternative. Analytic Hierarchy Process is another technique that develops the linear additive model by obtaining the weight of both criteria and options from pairwise comparison instead of independent absolute value. The AHP is another technique that develops the linear additive model by obtaining the weight of both criteria and options from pairwise comparison instead of independent absolute value. Unfortunately, AHP is confronted with a heavy criticism of undesired phenomenon called rank reversal [21] . Later, the modified version of AHP called Rembrandt prevents such a phenomenon [22] [23] [24] .
According to the definition in [15] , value of information (VoI) is an assessment of the utility of an information product when used in a specific usage context. The authors of [15] have also defined the taxonomy of VoI attribute in sensor networks and present how VoI depends on the quality characteristics of information (QoI) with mentioning easily derivable relations from QoI to VoI. Some researchers focus on evaluation functions for specific attributes [25, 26] . However, we presume such functions already exist. Though most of those approaches have focused on the prioritizing sensor data with multiple criteria, to the best of our survey, there is no proposal to handle several multicriteria requirements and, still, no lightweight prioritization system for real-time operating on the local gateway.
Our Contributions.
There are two significant contributions of our proposal to prioritize the value of information in real-time. Firstly, our proposed system generates one merged requirement to represent several multicriteria requirements, which have different priorities, from users. The results show that the merged requirement has 99.5% similarity to the original users' requirements for prioritization. Moreover, the simulation results show the satisfaction efficacy of the proposed method compared to the naïve approaches. Secondly, our two-tier prioritization system can reduce computation load for prioritizing data in particular detail at the local gateway from exponential to polynomial complexity.
Proposed Method
This chapter gives a brief overview of the proposed system and related technical tools.
Preliminary.
Throughout this paper, we use the terms "requirement" and "request" almost interchangeably to refer to the specification that specifies the satisfying information value for an application. The requirement is a ready-to-use specification, which is derived from the user-defined form of request. One request is composed of one criteria table and multiple alternatives tables. "Criteria" mean standards used to judge something. "Alternatives" are the things to be judged. In our work, there are two possible standards, which are defined as criteria: (1) application and (2) information quality (IQ) property. System managers control the first standard, that is, application, while system users can customize the second one, IQ property. We use both standards to judge the values of sensing data. Note that the term "information quality" may be replaced with the word "property" and "attribute" in some contexts.
System Overview.
The proposed system relies on the scenario as depicted in Figure 2 . Users submit their requests of sensing streams to the resourceful cloud server. Then, the cloud server forwards the requests to the resourceless local gateways. The local gateways transmit the sensing streams back to the server according to the requests. The request includes multicriteria specification indicating the value of information and each one owns a different priority. In our study, resourceless refers to having the insufficient communication link bandwidth and gateway buffer to afford to retain and transmit all of the arrived data streams within satisfied delay in the real-time system. We note that our system is designed to work independently with the data collection process from sensing sources and the query process at the server. Our approach achieves VoI prioritization according to various multicriteria requests with two-tier operating fashion, one on the cloud server and the other on the local gateway. In particular, the cloud server takes responsibilities on (i) merging all requests into one consistent requirement and (ii) calculating values of each merged information category on each criterion. In the same time, the local gateway is accountable for (i) categorizing information on flowing stream to one of the merged groups for each criterion, (ii) summarizing final value by multiplying all categorizing values, and (iii) prioritizing sending queue according to summarized values. With the priority queue, the highest-value data are supposed to be sent to the server first. On the other hand, it will discard the lowest-value data if the stored data size is going to exceed the buffer capacity. Most of our procedure has been achieved by tailoring Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) techniques called Rembrandt to multicriteria with varied-alternatives analysis instead of constant alternatives. The proposed system drives two processes. One is requestmerging done on the cloud server. The other is value-based selection performed on both tiers. 
Multicriteria Decision Analysis:
Rembrandt. According to [20] , Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA in short) is an analysis for making a decision among existing alternatives against the considered criteria. People use MCDA techniques for many purposes such as identifying the most preferred option, ranking, bounding list, and distinguishing acceptable possibilities. Among a number of standard techniques, an Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique is attractive because the pairwise comparison scale is easy-to-specify. However, there are some criticisms about the AHP devised by Saaty [21] . The most significant phenomenon is called rank reversal [21, 22] . There are many methods that modify the original one to avoid or get rid of this phenomenon. According to [22] , the most effective one is the Rembrandt system. The Rembrandt system is a multiplicative version of AHP approach. It uses geometric mean for value calculation instead of the arithmetic mean to prevent rank reversal. Additionally, in [21] , other benefits of the Rembrandt system have been proven. The procedure is summarized as depicted in Figure 3 . To calculate final score of the alternatives (sensing data), we need the weight of each alternative when considering individual criterion (denoted by ) and the weight of each criterion , that is, importance of the criterion over all criteria (denoted by ( )). Note that the weight of criterion expresses how important it is when considering all criteria.
There are four parallel steps to compute the alternatives weight,
, and the criteria weight, ( ). The first step is to change members in comparison matrices to Rembrandt ( ) scale expressed as an exponential function of the difference between the echelons of value on the geometric scale defined by Lootsma in [23] . The second step is to transform Rembrandt-scale members into logarithm scale as an exponential function of itself multiplied by scale parameter using ln √ 2 for criteria, to obtain ( ), and ln 2 for alternatives, to obtain . The third step is to calculate a row-wise geometric mean of the transformed values. The fourth step is to additively normalize all row-wise means.
The normalized values in the fourth step are ( ) and for criteria and alternative, respectively. The final score of each alternative across all criteria denoted by is calculated by product function as formulated in
The existing framework considers one sensing data as one alternative. In other words, we cannot start assessing the score of alternatives, that is, sensing data, before they are available at local gateway. But the computation complexity for the whole assessment is in exponential scale, which is unacceptable in real-time systems. Thus, we introduce a varied-alternative MCDA framework to reduce the complexity at local gateway to linear scale. In particular, we use a set or range of possible values for each attribute as an alternative instead of individual sensing data. With such a framework, we can preliminarily compute the partial scores of any possible values for all attributes over consideration of all criteria, ( ) .
Request-Merging Process.
The request-merging process is a supplementary process to support several application requests from users. It merges all requests into one representative for computing a score table to submit to the gateway as a merged requirement. The merging process is performed as depicted in Figure 4 application, and (iii) alternatives-comparison matrices in each criterion for each application.
The first step is to regroup the criteria and alternatives of all requests, that is, inputs (ii) and (iii), respectively. The regrouped set is composed of disjoint and intersection sets from all existing sets. Note that we use the term set for both discrete set and continuous range. Then, we calculate the final score of each regrouped set by the modified Rembrandt algorithm when considering application comparison matrix as criteria.
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The second step is to reverse the final score to a value in the Rembrandt level. To do so, we have to use the transformation function as shown in
The third step is to create the pairwise comparison 
Value-Based Selection Process.
A value-based selection process is the prioritization process according to user requests at the local gateway, shown in Figure 4 (b). There are four events which can drive an action of the process. The first event is that a cloud server gets a new request from an application. Such an application must define criteria and corresponding alternatives and create a request including comparison table of the criteria as well as that of the alternatives for each criterion. Then, the cloud server will create a requirement from all application requests and application comparison table, which contains compared priority value between each pair of applications.
As explained in the request-merging process, a merged request is created to represent all user requests. Then, the merged request is used to create a requirement. The requirement refers to definitions for classifying alternatives in each criterion and a reference score table. The reference score table contains a precalculated impact score. The precalculated impact score is a row-wise geometric mean powered by rowwise geometric means of its parent criterion, pending at the weight calculation step of the Rembrandt system.
The second activating event is that sensors send their collected data to the gateway. After that, the gateway classifies the data into one of the defined alternatives for each criterion and continues the last step of the calculation. Then the gateway uses the results for prioritizing data in its sending queue by using priority queueing feature of the congestion management. Exceptionally for the time-dependent criterion, the score of sensing data must be recalculated periodically as well as the prioritization queue.
According to priorities in the sending queue, it will send the higher-priority data first when a link is available for data transmission (i.e., third event). On the other hand, it will remove the lowest priority data when its buffer is full (i.e., fourth event).
Illustrative Example.
In this paper, a smart building system is used as a case study to illustrate the concept of user requests. The smart building usually concerns about enhancing energy efficiency, user comfort, and safety of residents and properties. In such a system, there are several applications sharing data streams from the sensors installed in the building. We pick up four applications as follows: HVAC, air-quality-and-window control, switching devices, and security-and-safety. Each application defines a different kind of request and holds a different priority. Table 2 shows an application comparison matrix. The application priorities are specified according to AHP scale in Table 1 . For instance, the HVAC request has equal, moderately higher, and moderately low priority compared to the air quality request, the switching request, and the security request, respectively. We define criteria by using the VoI attribute taxonomy in [15] . Without any impact on our study, we assume that all sensor data are from the trustworthy sensors and already in the compatible format. We use four criteria over the content of data as follows: thematic relevance, spatiotemporal relevance, accuracy, and timeliness. We determine the thematic relevance criterion by using the sensor types according to cross-tabulated smart building applications and sensors in [5] . In conclusion, there are five alternative sensor types: temperature sensors and heat detector, movement and occupancy sensors, smoke and gas detectors, status sensors, and glass break sensors. Each application may require different sets of sensor types. For example, an HVAC application is for monitoring the temperature and the status of building part such as opening of windows with temperature and heat detectors and movement and occupancy sensors, respectively. In the same time, an air quality application is for processing the dangerous intensity of gas in the air, for example, CO 2 , from the smoke and gas detector (i.e., MEMS). Obviously, in thematic relevance criterion, the values of the relevant alternatives (i.e., sensor types) must be higher than those of the others as much as possible.
To simplify an example of spatiotemporal criterion, we assume all sensors are statically installed. So, this criterion will leave just spatial dimension. Table 3 shows HVAC application request. The request consists of a comparison matrix of criteria, followed by those of alternatives. HVAC is an application for providing indoor thermal comfort and acceptable air quality. It usually concerns the following criteria: thematic, accuracy, and timeliness. According to Saaty's scale, the criteria table of the HVAC request shows the priority of the thematic one-step higher, somewhat more important, than timeliness and two-step higher, much more important, than accuracy. For each criterion, the possible values are grouped and defined as an alternative. For example, thematic consists of two alternatives, Set 1, which represents the considered types of sensors like temperature and heat and movement and occupancy and others (i.e., the other types of sensors). The possible values of accuracy are in the range of floating number from 0 to 1. According to the accuracy the possible values are grouped into three alternatives: high, acceptable, and low. We define the timeliness value as a ratio of the amount of data that is selected and sent to the amount of generating data at a specific time window. Thus, it is not static but dynamically changes over the time.
From the definition mentioned above, we create the input requests, including application comparison table, HVAC request, air-quality-and-window-control request, switching device request, and security-and-safety request. The last three application requests are shown in Tables 4, 5 , and 6, respectively.
Experimental Results
We have used a network simulator Scenargie version 1.8 for simulating our scenario. Its powerful GUI and precise modeling of protocol sets are quite beneficial to a variety of simulator users. We have implemented the gateway-side computation (the value aggregation, sorting, and selection algorithms) in C++ and incorporated them into the simulator code. However, the server-side computation (the merging algorithm) is implemented in Java considering future usage in real systems.
Simulation Setup.
To evaluate our system, we have applied our method to the smart building system described in Section 3.6 and set up the significant inputs of the simulation including sensor data, application requirements, and resource constraints as follows.
Sensor Data.
For the sensor data, the descriptions that are related to value assessment consist of sensor IDs, types, sampling rates, and accuracy. We generate data from five types of 200 sensors with the same sampling rate (100 ms −1 ). Each type has the same number of sensors (i.e., 40 sensors for each type). The sensor IDs are running numbers from 1 to 200 by the following type orders: (i) temperature and heat, (ii) movement and occupancy, (iii) smoke and gas, (iv) status, and (v) glass break. Then, we shuffle the data sequence and randomly assign accuracy of the sensors.
Application Requirements.
A merged requirement consists of definitions for classifying regrouped alternatives in each mapped criterion and a reference score table of the merged request. An individual application request is defined in Section 3.6. After applying the merging algorithm as described in Section 3, we obtain a merged requirement and a reference score table as shown in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively. We use the merged requirement as an input at the gateway for making a selection decision in the simulation. However, timeliness is an exceptional criterion. According to the previous section, we define the timeliness as the selection frequency of streams. To enhance the overall score, we reverse the score of timeliness at the gateway for encouraging the rarely selected stream to be selected. The new score must range between the minimum score and the maximum score of the timeliness criterion to keep the same impact to final score as before reversing. Thus, we formulate a reverse function, , of regarding the highest impact alternative (HIA) and the lowest impact alternative (LIA) as shown in (3) . Note that score( ) denotes the score of alternative in the reference table.
Simulation Results.
In our experiments, we define the term satisfaction value as an evaluation metric. The satisfaction value of each sensing data item is calculated as shown in (4) . Note that match_score is a precalculated score of matching alternative belonging to criterion of that sensing data according to the reference score table and max_score is the production result of maximum scores from all criteria.
The satisfaction value will be 100% when that sensor data entry matches to the highest-score alternative for all criteria. Sending all data does not mean the satisfaction value will become one which reflects the fact that not all generated data are needed. We compared our method to the traditional FirstIn-First-Out method (noncriteria: NC) and the method that uses only the highest impact criteria (top-criterion: TC).
To show the performance of our merging process, we compare the similarity of the prioritized sequence of all possible sensing data in the case study from the merged requirement with that from the original requirements. Note that a set of possible sensing data items is equivalent to a set of possible combinations of alternatives from all criteria. We Table 5 : Switching-device request. Table 6 : Security-and-safety request. straightforwardly calculate the final score of each alternative according to the original requirements by the following steps. The first step is to find the final scores of all alternatives when considering only individual requirements using modified Rembrandt system explained in Section 3.3. The second step is to combine the final score of all alternatives from all requirements considering the priority of each requirement by (1) . We plot the prioritized sequences from the merged requirement on the horizontal axis and the other one from the multiple user requirements on the vertical axis, as shown in Figure 5 . The results show that the cosine-similarity between both sequences is up to 0.995 (84.2 ∘ ) and Pearson's correlation is up to 0.979. We also observe that there is smaller difference around high-rank and low-rank data compared to the middle-rank ones.
If we allow users to specify more criteria, the satisfaction values are significantly improved especially in the resourceinsufficient environment. To present this fact, we conduct two simulation scenarios. One has sufficient buffer size but limits the available bandwidth. The other has sufficient bandwidth but limits the buffer size.
For the first scenario, we limit the available bandwidth to 128 kbps, 256 kbps, 384 kbps, and 512 kbps. The result of average satisfaction value from the total runtime is presented in Figure 6 . As expected, the average satisfaction values of both multicriteria (MC) and top-criterion (TC) get lower when the resources grow larger because more data are transmitted. In other words, the gateway can transmit more low-value data. At 512 kbps, it can transmit all arrived data. We also observe the considerable difference between using multiple criteria, using only a top-criterion, and not using any criteria in the resource-insufficient scenario. At 128 kbps, the average satisfaction value of proposed MC approach achieves 73% and 19% increment from TC and FIFO, respectively. In particular, Figure 7 shows the amount of sensor data in each range of satisfaction value with an accumulated line. An accumulated line of FIFO grows slowly at high satisfaction and fast at low. On the contrary, the accumulated line of MC method has a high growth at high values until moderate and then keeps flat. The growth trend of the TC method is similar to that of the MC. However, the slope in the middle is shallower.
Furthermore, the average value of the top-three data items, listed in Table 9 , from MC method is 43.29% and about 200% higher than MC and FIFC methods, respectively. Note that the Data ID (DID) refers to the order of the data assigned by the counter at the gateway and SID is an abbreviation of Sensor ID. We also notice that the top-three data items of both MC method and TC method contain only one sensor type, movement and occupancy, while FIFO method transmits many types of sensor data. We found that the score of movement and occupancy is about 2 times higher than the others in the example requirements. However, unlike TC, the proposed MC method still gives a chance for the data with other types to be selected if they have the higher score from other criteria.
For the second scenario, we restrain the buffer size to support 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5%, 75%, and 87.5% of the total number of sensor streams. As shown in Figure 8 , the averages of discarded satisfaction values using multicriteria are always less than that of others. Similarly to the first scenario, the results of using top-criterion method reside Mobile Information Systems ＂Ｏff？Ｌ ＭＣＴ？ = 0.5 × data size between those of multicriteria and noncriteria methods. We also observe that the larger the buffer the gateway has, the lower the average values it will lose. In the low-buffer experiment, the bar graph in Figure 9 shows the comparison of gained and dropped values from the three approaches. The worst method, noncriteria, causes the gained value to be nearly the same as the dropped value. For the multicriteria and top-criterion methods, both of them have high gained values and low dropped values. Nevertheless, we do not recommend the top-criterion method even though it seems to result in high efficiency. Because when the top-criterion is not time-dependent, some data may fall into the starvation state. With the simulation given in this paper where the top-criterion is thematic, the selected data on the low bandwidth condition mostly contain one type, movement and occupancy, which is the highest-impact alternative. Moreover, according to the numerical value, we have also found that using multicriteria method always gains better value and loses lower value compared to the results from the top-criterion method.
Discussion
To control information qualities, an assessment may be executed individually for each sensing data item is entirely for each stream source. The latter can reduce the complexities of data selection and bandwidth management. However, it may lose precision to assess some attributes which are not relevant to the source. So, the tradeoff between the precision of satisfaction and complexity should be considered. Also, it is still open to study more about utilizing the well-known techniques for recommendation systems on data streaming from wireless sensor networks to satisfy user demands. To reduce complexity and keep acceptable precision, we group the possible sensing value for each attribute and precompute the reference score table.
The complexity to evaluate each sensing data depends on the number of considered attributes and the number of groups for each attribute. Thus, in the real-time system, we can guarantee the satisfied delays at the gateway by limiting the number of the groups. Furthermore, our designed system can operate in dynamic networks. Not only user requirements but also sensing sources can change during the operating time because the value assessment does not refer to the source identifiers.
The proposed method can also work together with other optimization techniques, for instance, data compression, stream query, data-centric pub/sub mechanism, or data collection system in ad hoc networks at monitoring area. Data compression approaches can be executed before sending selected data. In the same time, the rest techniques can be performed before applying our selection. The proposed method aims at improving user satisfaction of information quality in the scenario that the resources are still insufficient even if the other orthogonal optimizing techniques are already in use.
However, there are a few issues that we would like to mention for the future improvements due to user-defined requirements. The first issue is exaggerated satisfaction values due to low-varied requirements. Practically, the actual satisfaction loss cannot be directly measured. However, we suggest to apply queue theory technique [27] to estimate potential satisfaction loss for each requirement as feedback to users. If they show too much satisfaction loss, users are supposed to adjust their requirements to differentiate grouping more explicitly.
The second issue is user permissions in highly secured systems. In our procedure, users have to define the comparison values between each group and each attribute. The current system is not valid if users are not allowed to submit their requirements directly. We are now considering an additional feature that can generate a requirement, compatible with our system, automatically. However, it still allows users to send some feedback, in the direct or indirect way, for adaptation during the operating period.
The third issue is the evaluation metric, satisfaction value. In this paper, we assume that the most satisfying sensing data will have 100% satisfaction value. Our defined satisfaction function considers only the score specified by users and the priorities of each application. However, the most satisfying data may not be limited to those values. Considering only specified priority can cause starvation of low priority application. To avoid that, the preferred function to compute the satisfaction value should take the balance of all applications into consideration as well.
Also, from the last scatter diagram, our merging algorithm still has a gap between the plot points and a trend line in the middle sequence. In the future work, we plan to find out more appropriate transformation function which is still less complex but more precise.
Conclusion
Our study has focused on maximizing satisfaction on information quality according to several, priority-various multicriteria requirements using the lightweight prioritizing mechanism on local gateway before forwarding to the online server via resource-limited links. We have proposed a twotier prioritization system tailoring Multicriteria Decision Analysis technique called Rembrandt. With our proposed approach, all heavy computations, including transforming logarithm scale and finding row-wise geometric means for requirement-merge and for categorizing score, are preliminarily executed at the online server and only polynomialcomplex operations, including conditional matching and final score multiplication, are left at the local gateway. We present our system with an illustrative case study of the smart building. Our merging mechanism obtains one representative requirement that achieves 0.995 cosine-similarity of satisfaction value compared to that of all originally inputted requirements. Simulation results affirm that applying multicriteria requirements can provide much higher satisfaction value compared to the naïve methods. In particular, the topthree sensing data items from our multicriteria approach have about 1.4 times higher average satisfaction values for those from the one-top-criterion approach and 3 times for those from the noncriterion approach.
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